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1. INTR~DucTI~P~ 
In this papci- we examine certain indecomposable modules of finite gr-oups 
with split (U, X)-pairs. This paper is a continuation of [I31 and vvas inspired 
by recent works of Green [6] and Saxada [8] on the modular representations of 
such groups. 
Let p be a prime number and assume G’ = (G, 11, h;, H, U) is a finite group 
with an urzsuturuted split (U, N)-pair of characteristic p and rank II; that is, 
(i) G has a (11, lV)-pair (according to [3, Definition 2.1, p. II-s], where 
Ii U n .V and the \Vcyl group Ii’ n’/H is gcncratcd by the set R : 
;PI.1 (..., PC,,) crf in\-rilutions. 
(ii) U :- L;ff is a semidirect product where Z/ is a normalp-subgroup of B 
and N is Abelian with order prime to p. 
‘l’he term “unsaturated” means “not necessarily saturated”; that is, we allow 
the intersection of tlic ;\r-conjuqites of B to be larger than H. 
Let I’: 5 - TI’be the natural homomorphism and J be any fixed subset of K. 
‘Ihc parabolic subgroup G, --=~ (G, , B, h’, , J, C:) is also an unsatui-ated split 
(R, S)-pair of characteristic p and rank 1 J where IVJ -=z W; I ‘70; F J.. and 
!VJ := 1’ i( II;) (see [I, Proposition 1, p. 281). The major contribution of this 
paper is the application of results on the irreducible modular representations 
for G, to those of G itself. 
We assume throughout this paper that /z is an al,qebraically closed field of 
characteristic p. Let 1; e; IndFJ(&), EJ : Endk.,;,(I)), where k,. is /L treated 
as a trivial C’-module. E,-modules and kc,-modules are assumed to be finite 
dimensional. Our aim is to study the indecomposable components of I’ I-,< 
by examining those of 1; and inducing them up to G. 
In Section 2 (2.8, 2.9) we discuss hovv the set I’, of “admissible G,,-pairs 
(S, xl ” indexes 
(1.) the set #J~(,S’, x): of irreducible characters of EJ ; 
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(2) the set (M,(S, x)1 f o isomorphism classes of irreducible KG,-modules; 
and 
(3) the set {I’,(S, x)} of indecomposable components of YJ . 
Statements (I), (2) and (3) were first proved by Sawada [8] in the case J = R, 
where G has a split (B, !V)-pair. L-sing [13] we were able to show that analogous 
results hold true for arbitrary unsaturated split pairs. 
Within this framework we begin proving new original results. We discuss the 
relationship between the simple right E-modules and the simple right EJ- 
modules and find necessary and sufficient conditions under which a multiplicative 
character of E restricts to one of EJ (3.1). 
If I7 is an indecomposable KG,-module which is a component of I; then, 
since IndgJ(ITJ) g I’, Indg,r( I) must be a direct sum of indecomposable com- 
ponents of Y7. This useful formula is given in Theorem 3.4. 
The above results enable us to calculate the dimensions of the indecomposable 
components of Y- (4.11). We also find an irreducible character of G which 
corresponds to the Steinberg character. 
Lastly, we use Scott’s work [IO] on permutation modules and determine the 
vertices of the indecomposable components of I’ (5.11). 
Xotntiom. Since M is Abelian, B = 1.-H and ti is a p-group, all modular 
irreducible characters of B are linear. Let 1~‘” = k\{l: and B == Hom(B, k”). 
If s, ,g E G then s” :: 8-l q and if T is a subset of G, TQ == g-l Tg. Let w E II’ 
and (ZC) EN satisfy (w)H := ZC. For any subgroup X of G containing H we 
write -\rzcl for S(zc) (similarly for zoS, ,y~cS). If d is any subgroup of G nor- 
malized by H then ACE’) = J_liJ(lC) for any 12 E I-I so we write rll”. The Weyl 
group II’ acts on elements of H by 12”‘ : = h’“‘) since II is Abelian. If d is a 
subgroup of G and M is any hG-module, M ~ --I denotes the restriction of 119 to 
d and we sometimes write p 1 ,il if p is the character afforded by M. 
2. PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS 
In this first section we examine the structure of a parabolic subgroup of a 
group with a split (B, A’)-pair and determine its modular representations. 
Let G = (G, B, N, R, U) be a finite group with an unsaturated split (B, IV)- 
pair of characteristicp and rank n and let k be an algebraically closed field of the 
same characteristic. The set R = (zul ,..., ~3,~) generates the Weyl group II’ and 
the length of w E Il’as a minimal product of such generators is denoted by Z(u)). 
Let J be any fixed subset of R. Then GJ = (GJ , B, NJ, J, U) is an un- 
saturated split (R, X)-pair where GJ = (JICEWJ BwB. Notice that H = B n N = 
B A n:, . 
Assume ((zu) / w E II’,} is a fixed but arbitrary set of representatives of the 
cosets of NJ by H. 
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2.1. Notations. We denote by wJ the unique element of maximal length in 
WJ. Let w E IX;. Define 
We write U,.C- J as C,;, J for zuj E J, ,L,l,’ R as ,,.E, CR as C and wR as wO , Clearly, 
C C C, and CJiP = C, any eo E IV, (see [ 13, Lemma 2.1 and subsequent remark]). 
The reader is reminded that ,cU = U n U” any w E II’. For convenience we 
write 2L,m1 Up J as Vi” and 1,1--1 CT-; as ~‘~~~’ . 
Take zu E II’. Let Q,, (I E Q,,.) be a left transversal of U,, by C. (Write Q, 
for Qn,,.z any wi E R.) 
2.2. LEMMA. Let zo E WJ. Then LTiJ = i7;- C, and lITi,,- n C, : : C. 
Therefore, Sz,, is also a left transversal of lYiJ by C, . 
Proof. Let a -= w,,wJ , b = w--r. Then Z(w,w-1) --= l(w,) - Z(w--I), since 
ZL’-~ E 6vJ . Therefore, 
l(w,w,zu-1) = l(w,) - l(w,zc-1) = Z(w,w,) f l(w-1) 
and we apply [ 13, Lemma 2.21. We then have 
But [i-- = u n [;“‘J = c 
provld. 
J so that (,,Zrm)h = C,W-’ == C, and the lemma is 
Remarks. (1) Since 1’ = U,,, -t/z0 k any w E IIT [13, 2.31 it follows that 
ci = U,,,-C,U,,;- := lI;JU,,.i- any zc E WJ by 2.2. Moreover, just as ,,.1~’ n 
,,,lF -L C any 7~) E II’ we have ,“I,“- n ,,.I? J CJ for any w E 6P; Of course, 
Q, remains a transversal for I: modulo 1’,,.‘. 
(2) In [13, Lemma 3.91 wc chose (2~‘~) E j CJ’, (Uj) ‘(‘8 for any wj E R. 
Note that by Lemma 2.2 if wi E J that 
Most of the results below follow from the work in [I31 and the proofs are 
omitted. 
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2.3. LEMMA. The set r, = {u,h(w) 1 h E H, u,, E Qn,. , w E W,j is a left 
transversal of GJ by C,‘. 
Note that r, can be taken to be a subset of r = I’, . 
2.4. LEMMA. The elements of N, form a transversal for the U - IL: double 
cosets in GJ . 
Let 1; g Ind$(kU) and yJ correspond to 1 kG mjkr,, lk so that 1; = kG,y, . 
Denote by EJ the endomorphism algebra End,cJ(k;). We let 1-R = I; yR = y, 
and ER m: E. 
Recall that for any subset T of G, [T] denotes the sum of all t belonging to II 
(regarded as an element of kG). We h ave shown [13, 3.11 that E has k-basis 
k-basis -[.Jn ) n E Nj where z4,(y) =: [Q2,.] fly for nH = zu. In fact: 
2.5. LEMMA. The k-algebra EJ has k-basis c-41, 1 n E NJ> where Ab(yJ) == 
[%.I vJ , where nH = w E ?X; 
The k-linear map 8: EJ ---f E given by L43:, + d, for n E Nj is an injective 
algebra homomorphism, by Lemma 2.4 and using [13, 3.21. Therefore, any 
right E-module S can be made into a right EJ-module by restriction; that is, 
if s E A\- 
It is via the “structural equations” of 113, 3.101 for WOE J and the map 0 
above that the following results from [I31 can be applied to our present case: 
2.6. LEMMA. The set {A; , iliwi, 1 h E H, wi E Jj generates EJ as k-algebra. 
2.7. THEOREM. (i) The algebra EJ is Frobenius. 
(ii) &4N simple (right) E,-modules are one dimensional. 
Remember that for any zu, E R, -Fr, = H n <U, (U,)l”t’ and if x E B =-= 
Hom(B, k*), then M(x) == [We E R j x ( Hi = I}. If zu E V, 7”x E A, where 
“‘x(kzO = X(/PU) any k E H, u E 11. By Remark (2) above the work in [13] can 
be applied to both the E and EJ (kG and kGJ) irreducible modules. 
DEFINITION. Let x E B, S C A1(x) n J = MJ(x). We call (S, x) an admissible 
G,-pair. Let PJ be the set of all such pairs. 
For proofs of the following result see [13, Theorems 3.24, 3.211. 
2.8. THEOREM. The multiplicative characters of EJ and the set of isomorphism 
classes of irreducible kGJ-modules are in a one-to-one correspondence with the 
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elements of I-; In particular, if the character C$ corresponds to the admissible 
G,-paiv (S, x) then (b = +J(S, x) is given by 
4GG) =x x(h) any h E H, 
4@;u.i)) = 0, w,ESorx/Hi+ 1, 
= -- 1, ul,@SandxIH, = 1. 
Moreover, if kzJ(S, ,y) is the right EJ-module affording c$~(S, x) and M,(S, x) : 
kG,,zJ(S, x)( 31~) then {MJ(S, x) 1 (S, x) E PJ} is a full set of irreducible left KG,- 
modules. 
Sawada proved the following lemma in the case J x R when G has a saturated 
(B, N)-pair [S, Corollary 3.5(ii), p. 371. 
2.9. LEMMA. The indecomposable components of 1; have simple head and simple 
socle and ape in a one-to-one correspondence with the elements of PJ 
Proof. See [6, Theorem 1 (i), (2.3), (2.6) Remark 21 and Theorem 2.7(ii). 
The following lemma is most useful. Curtis [3, Theorem 6.15, p. B-381 first 
proved it for the case J = R under the saturation condition. We adapt his proof. 
2.10. LEMMA. Let M,(S, X) be as above. Then MJ(S, x) has a unique B-line 
and this line afiords the character x. Moreover, the parabolic subgroup GJ is the 
full stabilizer in GJ of that line. 
Proof. We know by [6, Theorem 21 that F(M,(S, x)), the k-space of C;- 
invariant elements in M,(S, x), is an irreducible E,-module. By Theorem 2.7(ii) 
and [6, 2.6a1, F(fifJ(S, xl) = kx.,(S, x)(Y.J) is the unique U-line and hence the 
unique B-line in M,(S, x). Let z = zJ(S, x)(yJ). 
The map [: /3 - p(yJ) is a right E,-isomorphism of EJ -+ F( I;) with z the 
image of zJ(S, ,v). Since zJ(S, x)Ak = x(h) zJ(S, x) any h E H by Theorem 2.8, 
we get by applying [ to both sides that 
2f.z; = x(h)a any hEH. 
Since AZ =z ~4; (see, for example, [13, 3.231) for all h E H, kz affords x as 
required. 
NOW let ~1, G S, Si = !Z?F = Q,\{lj. Then, by Theorem 2.8, 
0 = ZA>,J = [Qn,](w,)z (see [13, 3.231) 
= [w + 1 (4 w] 2 
@Xi 
= (4’~ + C f&4 h&)(4 g&b (by [13,3.101), 
UCXi 
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wheref,(zt) E S, , hi(u) E Hi, gi(u) E U any u E Sj , 
= ((ZGP) + 1 fi( u I u zo ) Ii( )( i) x since 2 is U-invariant, 
l&Xi 
= z -I- [QJ(wJz - (Wi).z since(zuj)2EHi,xIHi= I, 
and u’ix = x by [13, Lemma 3.161 
-= z - (WJZ 
It follows that (zu)z = z any w E W, by adapting [13, Lemma 3.201 to our 
present case. 
Conversely, say wi E J satisfies (wi)z = ha some X E k. Then there exists 
p E R such that 
(since 1 > ! Qi 1 is a p-power) so that y = 0. Now .z is stabilized by U so it is 
stabilized by lJi J. Therefore x is stabilized by Hi so that x 1 Hi = 1. By Theorem 
2.8, wi must belong to S and the lemma is mproved. 
3. RESTRICTION AND INDUCTION FORMULAS 
In this section we discuss the relationship between (1) simple E modules and 
simple EJ modules, and (2) the indecomposable components of Y and those 
of YJ when the latter are induced up to G. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let 4: EJ -+ k be any multiplicative character. Then there exists 
a multiplicative character I/!: E -+ k such that + = # 1 EJ . In fact if 4 is determined 
b-y the admissible G,-pair (S, x) and 4 is determined b-v the admissible G-pair 
(K, x’) then 
~$=z,IE,-=-x=x’ and S = k’n J. 
Proof. We prove the second statement and the first will follow with K = S. 
Note that, by Theorem 2.8, 
S = fzui E / /4(A&,) = 0 and x 1 Hi = I], 
K = {wi E R ) $(AcWj)) = 0 and x 1 Hi = 1;. 
(=:-) Let + = $ / EJ . Clearly x = x’, since q5(A6) = z+!J(~~~) all h E H. 
Also, Y 2 K n M,(x) = K n J. If there exists wi E K n J but wi r$ S then we 
must have a(41w.,) = -1 and Q/J(A(~~)) = 0, contradiction. So K n J = S. 
(-) Say x 1 x’ and S = K n J. Then +(A;) = #(A,) = x(h) all h E H 
and by Lemma 2.6 we need only show $(A;,<,) = $(A(Q) all 2~‘~ E J. We 
consider the following cases: 
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Xow take anv decomposition of T’, as a direct sum of indecomposable /zGJ- i 
modules. By Lemma 2.9 given any admissible G,-pair (S, x) esactly one such 
summand has head isomorphic to M,(S, x). 
3.2. LEMNA. I,et l,(S, ,Y) be the component of 1., whose head is isomorphic 
to M,(S’, x). Then l;(S, x) is unique up to isomorphism by the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem. Moreor;er, the sock of TvJ(S. x) is isomorphic to fif,(s”‘J, “‘J,y) where 
p.r Zl‘,,’ y- > ‘15 . 
Pwof. See [8, proof of Theorem 3.10, p. 401. We denote lFK(K, s) I~!- 
I’(K, X) for any admissible G-pair (K, x). Therefore, 
is a decomposition of I; into decomposable kG,-submodules. 
Xotations. Let D, IJ be subgroups of G, , D CF. If L, L’ are kl)-modules 
then (I,, L’)kD denotes the k-space Hom,.,(L, L’) of all II-maps 8: L --f I,‘. 
(Similarly we write (2, Z’),J for EJ- modules Z and Z’.) We sometimes write 
LF for Ind,F(L). If S is a hG-module then (L”, S),, g (L, AJ,, as k-spaces 
(Frobenius reciprocity [4, p. 3271). 
Let [L, I s E @ be a full set of irreducible left kB- (or Ml)-modules. Then 
each L, is one-dimensional and it is easy to see that 
Hence 
3.3. LEMMA. Let x E B. Then L,“J 7g &nrJ,x, 1;(S, x). 
Proof. Hy (I), (2), and the Cull-Schmidt theorem, it is enough to shoM 
that 1-J S, x’) is a component of L? only if x = x’. 
Now T .,( S, x’) is a component of L,“J 
--. (L,GJ, nr&Y, X’))I;Gr f 0 by Lemma 3.2 
-- (Ly ) flfJ(S, X’))kB i 0 (Frobenius reciprocity) 
5x=x’ and s c J&(x) 
since :UJ(S, x’) has unique B-line affording x’ by Lemma 2.10. 
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Since Ind2(Lp) z LxG and Ind$r(E;) s Y we can prove the following 
useful lemma: 
3.4. LEMMA. Let (S, X) E PJ . Then, 
YJ(S, x)" 5s -p Y(K x). 
KCM(x) 
S=KnJ 
Proqf. By Lemma 3.3 and the same lemma applied to the case J - R, 
y YJ(S, x)G g y Y(K, x). 
SgfJ(X) KcM(x) 
By the Cull-Schmidt theorem, k;(S, x)” z Cz Y(K, x), the sum over some 
set Q of admissible G-pairs. This implies that head Y,(S, x)” E 1: M(K, x) 
summed over the same set Q by 3.2. 
Now (E)(S, x)~, M(J’, x))lsG # 0 
-f (Y&S, x), M(j’, x)7cGJ)7iGJ # 0 (Frobenius reciprocity) 
(3) 
-;-- (W.&S, x>>,~(JW’, x)kGJ))EJ + 0 by [fk 2.14. 
By [6, Theorem l(iii)] and Lemma 3.2, headF(Y,(S, x)) affords the character 
c$JS, X) of E, . But F(M(J’, x)) = F(M(J’, x)~~,,) is a one-dimensional space 
and affords the E-character CR(J’, x). Th ere ore, f statement (3) is equivalent to 
- S = J’ n J by Lemma 3.1 and the result follows. 
Using the same methods we can show: 
3.5. COROLLARY. Let J C K C R and let (S, ,y) be an admissible G,-pair. Then, 
yJ('% dGK r c" I'K(@x). 
QQf,cxr 
S= QnJ 
The formulas above enable us to determine the dimensions of the {Y(J, x)) 
in Section 4. The next lemma is also an important consequence of Lemma 3.4: 
3.6. LEMMA. Let (K, x) be an admissible G-pair. Then Y(K, x) is induced 
from the parabolic subgroup Gnrcx) . 
Proof. Take J = M(x) in Lemma 3.4 to get 
YM,)(K x)” SE Y(K x). 
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We now restate Lemma 3.4 using Lemma 3.1, but first we introduce some 
new notation. 
Not&ion. Write 1;(S, X) as YJ(+) if $: EJ 4 k is determined by the ad- 
missible G,-pair (S, x). Similarly, we write Y(K, x’) as I-(#) if #: E---f k is 
determined hy the admissible G-pair (K, x’). 
3.7. I,Emr.4. Let (G: E, --)r k be anjj multiplicative character of .EJ . Then 
We now consider an arbitrary subgroup G, of G which contains CJ and 
discuss the relationship between Y, E Indgl(kol) and Y. 
3.8. IJ3IRIA. Let G, be as above. Then 1; is a component of I’; that is, there 
exists o kG-module S such that Y z S @ 1; . 
Proof Let t = lnti @)licl I ,( Then 1; == kGt. Let {xi ~ i EC) be a left 
transversal of G by G, , and let [cpj j E J] be a left transversal of G, by Cl. The 
map [: I- --+ 1, g iven by s,vjy ---f xiv+ = sit (; E I, j E J) is surjective. Since I* 
is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, p does not divide / Gi : U 1 and the map 0: E’r 4 I- 
given by t + l/l G, : U I CiEJ vjy satisfies 66’ = 1 r, and the result follows. 
Let G, he as above. Set R, =-- B n Gl , ATI =~= N n G, Since C’C G, . 
HB, :: B and G, ~= B,IL;B, . There exists a subset S C R such that HG, = 
G,H = G, and (G, , B, , Ni) is a (B, N)-p air whose Weyl group is isomorphic 
to IFi (see [14, Proposition 2.5, p. 3171). Clearly, G, is the unique minimal 
parabolic subgroup containing G, . In a recent paper Sawada [9] describes all 
such G, and in particular shows that G, contains <CT; , (Vi)“‘< J all eui E S (see 
[9, proof of Theorem l.f$ii)]). Therefore, {(wi) 1 zci E S> can be taken to be in 
G, (see [I 3. Lemma 3.181). We use these facts to prove the following useful 
lemma: 
3.9. IXMILIA. Let G, be a subgroup of G containing L’. Let G, be the unique 
minimal parabolic subgroup containing G, . Then 
Proof. By Lemma 3.8, 1-r is a component of I’. Therefore, by the Krull- 
Schmidt theorem, I; g Cz Y(J, x); this sum over some set 0 of admissible 
G-pairs (J, x). By Lemma 3.2, head I; s CF,x)sl) M(J, x). 
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Now 
(Yl 7 JqJ, X))kG f 0 - (kGl > M(J? x)~G,)kc, f 0 (Frobenius reciprocity) 
=P M(Jy x) contains a trivial Gr-line 
3 the unique B-line of M(J, x), say km, is also a 
trivial Gr-line 
3 x 1 B n Gr = 1 and km is also a G,-line (since 
HG, = G,) 
*xJBnG,=landSCJ (by 2.10). 
On the other hand, say x 1 B n G, = I and SC J. Then the unique B-line 
km of M(J, x) is also a G,-line 
d=- km is a trivial Gr-line (since G, = B,NIB, , ((wi) 1 wi E S] C lVi , 
and we can arrange that (w)m = m all w E W, as in the proof of 
2.10) 
=- (bl 9 WJ, x)wI f 0 
=- (El , M(J, xhc f 0 using Frobenius reciprocity. 
We apply this lemma to parabolic subgroups of G. 
3.10. COROLLARY. Let S_C R. Then 
Ind&(k& g C” I-(/, lB), 
SCJCR -- 
where Is is the trivial character of B. In particular, 
IhG(kd z C” Y(J, 1~4. 
JCR - 
4. THE DIMENSION OF Y(J,x) 
Let (J, x) be an admissible G-pair; that is, x E B and Jr M(x). We aim to 
calculate the dimension of the indecomposable component Y( J, x). 
The Weyl group of a (B, N)-pair is isomorphic to the Weyl group of a root 
system in Euclidean space [7, p. 4391 in such a way that R corresponds to the 
set of fundamental reflections. We therefore define 
A = (a, ,..., a, 1 wi E RI 
to be the set of fundamental or simple roots of this root system. If J C R let 
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The following sets were first defined by Solomon in [12] for arbitrary (.*oxeter 
groups: 
4. I. DEFINITIONS. For each subset J of R, define 
S, = :zv E W i w(d,) 1:. O), 
I; ZYz [w E 6s’ 1 w(0,) ; 0, W(dj) 1. oj, where j: R\J. 
The next lemma follows from the definitions. 
4.2. LEMMA. Let J-C R. Then -‘r; =- UJCsCR I,+, and this is a partition (of S, . -- 
4,3. LEMMA. Fov any J I= R the set -‘r; is a set of left coset vepvesentatizes fol 
rnodulo WJ . If w E W and w : xv with s E S, , z: E W, then l(w) --- l(s) ; l(v). 
Proof. See [12, Lemma 8, p. 2271. 
4.4. LEMMA. If "L* E VJ then twy E -13 and l(v) : Z(vwj) ;- l(wj). 
Proof. See [ 12, Lemma 9, p. 2281. 
4.5. COROLLARY. Let v E ff;. Then zl == wwy with l(r) = l(w) +~ I(wp) and 
w E -1-y . 
4.6. COROUARY. For any J C R. zvj is the unique element of minimal length 
in VJ. 
4.7. LEMMA. Let J c R. Then G ~- u,,.t,Y, BwG, , a disjoint union. 
Proof. The result follows from the Bruhat decomposition of G, Lemma 4.3, 
and the fact that for any 10, W’ E XJ ( BwG, = Bw’G, -- wW, = w’WJ (see 
[l, Proposition 2, p. 281). 
Notation. Let w E W. Set q” =- / B : B,,. 1 == C: : CT,,: : =:T I U,,.- : C ~~~ 
i Q,. 1. 
4.8. LEMMA. (i) q”‘i ; 1 any wi E R. 
(ii) q”’ = q”-l any w E W. 
(iii) Let w =-- wj 1 . ’ wi, be a reduced expression for ZO. Then q” = qlcit q”“‘. 
Proof. (i) : Q,,.l 1 > 1, since otherwise, wiBwj = B, contradicting the axioms 
for a (B, N)-pair; (ii) trivial; (iii) follows from an easy induction on Z(w) from 
[13, 2.21. 
The following is a generalization of Solomon’s result ([l 1, p. 3871) for Chevalley 
groups: 
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4.9. LEMMA. Let J C R. Then 1 G : GJ I = CII,EXJ qw. 
Proof. The lemma follows from 4.7 and the fact that B n wG,w-l = B n 
WBW-l any w E /TiJ . 
Let (AC, x) be an admissible G-pair. By Lemma 3.6, 
IX,(,,(K x)” z w, x), 
so that dim Y(K, x) =: 1 G : Gn,(x) dim YcMjx (K, x). In order to determine the 
dimension of Y(K, x) we need only calculate the dimension of I’,,(,)(K, x), 
since we can calculate / G : Gs 1 for any S _C R by Lemma 4.9. 
Therefore, we replace G by G,\,c,, ; that is, we assume that R = M(X) and 
that the sets lyJ , I; have been defined for J C M(x), W == W,t,(x) in Lemma 4.1. 
Let dJ : dim Y( J, X) any J C R. By Lemma 3.4, 
r;u, xp G p WC x) cl c RI. (4) 
JCKCR -- 
4.10. LEMMA. For an-v J _C R, the dimension of YJ( J, x) is 1. 
Proof. Firstly, MJ(J, X) has a unique B-line, say km, and this line is GJ- 
stable by Lemma 2.10. Since AZ;( J, x) is an irreducible kG,-module, MJ( J,x) = M 
must be equal to km and have dimension one. Therefore M / U is U-trivial, 
that is, k! ) 17 N k, . Since U is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, 1 GJ : U 1 is prime 
to p so that M is a component of (M / U)G~ s (k,)GJ z YJ . Therefore, M is 
isomorphic to YJ(S, x’) for some admissible G,-pair (S, x’). Hence, hea,d 
li,(S, x’) = M = MJ( J, x), so that (S, x’) = (J, 2) by Lemma 3.2, and 
M r YJ( J, X) is one dimensional. 
We then have from (4) that 
~yJ = c d, , where / G : GJ 1 = XJ (J C RI. (5) 
JCK 
Write Us = xwEVs q” for any S C R. By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.9 we also have 
XJ == 1 VK (J C R)- (6) 
4. I I. THEOREM. The dimension of Y( J, X) is CwEvJ 9”‘. 
Proof. We prove by decreasing induction on / J 1 that dJ = v~. First, 
d, = dim YR(R, x) = 1 by Lemma 4.10 and Us = C,,,“, q” = 1 since 
I;,=(I).Nowsupposej JI<jR/andthatd,=v,allKCRwithjK/>jJ/ 
The result follows using (5) and (6). 
4.12. LEMMA. The indecomposable component Y(@, ,y) is irreducible for the 
empt-v set CD. 
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Proqf. By Theorem 4.1 I, dim Y(@, x) --~= 9~ == 1 Cl : C By Lemma 3.2, 
Y(@, X) has socle isomorphic to M(@, x) = kGm, where m = e(x)d~,Jy) 
(see [13, Theorem 3.211). Here e(x) := ChsH x(k’)A, . Let x == (zc,)m. Then 
= e(x) 4X”d!) (see [13, 3.231) 
= (-l)z(“‘o)~(h’) e(x) ~~~,J(JJ) using [13, Theorem 3.121 
for some h’ E H 
= (-,)~(‘UJx(h’)m j, 0. 
Consider the k U-epimorphism ol: (k,-)” 4 k 7J.y given by u” - s where x = 1 1 (3 1 
Since U is a p-group, the socle of (k,)U is its space of (/-invariants which is 
clearly [.Q,O]z. Because ol([QU,,]z) f 0, a must be a bijection and kC1.y has 
dimension q”‘o. But kUx C M(@, 2) implies that M(@, X) r I’(@, x). 
We can apply results of this section to the case x := lB , the trivial character 
of B, for in this case M(x) = R. From the proofs of Lemmas 2.10 and 4.10 we 
see that for any subset J C R 
I-J(J, 1~) s k, . 
By Lemma 3.4, 
(kGJ)GS cc+> l-(&T, lB). 
JCKCR -- 
Let rig be the Braucr character of Y(S, 1 H) any K 2 J. Then, 
GJ = c rlK (all J c R). 
JCKC R -- 
Solving these equations for 7J (see [ 1 1 Exercise 25, p. 44-4.51) we see that 
17.1 = Jcc,R (- IPJ I& 
And, specifically, we get the Steinberg character when J == @: 
7j@ c (-1) Ki I& 
KCR - 
I,et y = xKcR (- l)~K~l 2, he the ordinary character corresponding to the 
Steinberg character; that is, l:, is interpreted as being an ordinary character 
of G for all Kc R. (‘urtis has shown [2] that y is irreducible for an arbitrary 
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finite group G with a (B, N)-pair. If G has a split (B, N)-pair then the dimension 
of y is / I’ ~. Then y belongs to ap-block of defect 0 and hence remains irreducible 
as a Brauer character, a fact proved by Curtis [3, Corollary 5.12, p. B-291. 
By Lemma 4.12 we claim a similar result for the unsaturated case: if p-reg. = 
[s E G 1 p does not divide the order of xi then 
4.13. THEOREM. If G is a $nite group with an unsaturated split (B, A’)-pair, 
that is, y remains irreducible as Brauer character. 
5. A VERTEX OF Y(J, X) 
For the following discussion assume only that G is a finite group, CT is a 
subgroup of G, and K is any field of characteristic p. Let Y g IndUG( We 
show how to calculate the vertices of the indecomposable components of Y. 
Let -[.q I i EZ~ be a set of representatives of left cosets of U in G (assume 
x1 = 1). Clearly, G acts transitively on I by the action (g, i) -gi given by 
g(.rjU) -= ,xsiC,’ (g E G, i E I)., 
Since g(x; ‘.;! 1) == xsi @ 1, Y is a permutation module. For each pair (i,j) E 
I x I let 8,.; E End,(Y) be given by 
B,,&,f @ 1) = Ej @ 1, i -Z i’, 
= 0, i # i’. (5.1) 
Then 0 == -jf?i,j (i, j) ~1 x I} is a k-basis for End,(Y). The group G acts on 
End,. Y7) according to 
any v E Y, g E G, 0 E End,:( I’). 
Therefore, 
qj = f&. s-‘j and LEG, (i,j)EI XI, (5.2) 
and the stabilizer in G of 19;,~ is .qUx;’ n xjUx~‘. 
5.3. LEMnfA. Let ? C I be a set of representatives of the U-orbits of I with 
I E 1. Then :0,,; / j E 11 is a set of representatives of the G-orbits of 0. Let Oj denote 
the G-orbit of S,.j . Then {e,“,,, / j E f} is a k-basis of End,& I’) = E, where 6:. j is 
the sum (in End,( 1)) of the elements of Oj . 
Scott [ 10, p. 1041 makes the following definitions. 
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DEFINITION. Letj E 1, 0& be as above. Let S be ap-subgroup of G: Then S 
is called a defect group of t& if S is a Sylow p-subgroup of the stabilizer in G 
of OEOj. 
Hence the defect group is determined up to conjugacy in G. Let I), be a 
fixed defect group of OF,j 
DEFINITION. For any p-subgroup P of G, let 1(P) be the k-space spanned 
by -co,“.., D, :...(; P, jE If. (The notation “c~” means “-< a G-conjugate of.” 
The same applies for “:;sG” and “=(,.“.) 
Note thatl(P) is an ideal of E (see [lo, (2.2) p. 1041 or [5, (4.6))(4.6’). p. 1391). 
For the proofs of the following two lemmas see [lo. Lemma 1, proposition 2, 
p. 104-1051 or [5, Theorems 4i, 4k, p. 140-141, 1431. 
5.4. LEnmlA. Let P be a primitive idempotent in E. Then there c,sists j~i 
such that e E I(D,;), and whenever e E I(P) (an-v subgroup P) then D, (, I’. 
We set D(e) : (; D, and call D(e) the defect group of e. 
5.5. LEMMA. Let e be as above. Then D(e) is a vertex of eI-. 
Scott [ 10, Proposition 3(2), p. 1061 g ives a characterization of defect groups 
using certain modular characters of E. We give a similar lemma. 
5.6. LEMMA. Let e be a primitive idempotent in E. Say there exists a multiplica- 
tive character A: E + fz with A(e) =:- 0. Then if j E i, 
In fact, there exists j E f for which A(I~:,~) + 0 with Dj =<; D(e). 
5.7. LEMMA. Let e, h be as above. Let P be an-v p-subgroup of G. Then 
h(l(P)) =,= 0 -::- e E Z(P) =- D(e) < P. 
G 
We now assume that k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p and 
G = (G, B, N, R, U) is an (unsaturated) split (B, N)-pair. 
By Lemma 2.5, E has k-basis (A, 1 n E N) where A,(y) = [Q,,] nq’ where 
nN = w, JJ = 1 6; 1. By Lemma 5.3, {@, , Of,jl ,..., OF,i,N, ~ I, jz ,..., jlNIj are 
representatives of the U-orbits of I] is also a k-basis of E where 
H~,,(s,.v) -= .z^j-v, xi E u, 
--- 0, otherwise, 
(5.8) 
any i, jeZ. 
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Relating the bases {A,} and {8&} we see that 
5.9. I,E~IMMA. e& = A, o uxiu = unu. 
Pwof. Note that given any j E I there exists a unique n E N for which L’n Cl = 
UxjU, and if UsjU = Ux,U any s ~4, then there is u E CT such that s =-: uj. 
Hence s and j belong to the same U-orbit; that is, j = s. 
Now e:;,, == Czez e;,j , where 2 is a set of representatives of cosets 
(U n m, 1 !SJ’)Z in G (see 5.2). Let z = tx where X is a set of representatives of 
cosets 7,‘~ in G, and T is a set of representatives of cosets (c’ n zcjU~;‘)t in U. 
Then 
= g %-‘t-‘t,z--lt-‘j(Y) 
= i Ot-l,,tmIj(-))) (since the contribution 
ET 
= 2 xt-rj?. 
of s is 0 unless 1c E CT) 
= c t-lx,>‘. 
ET 
Since I..z,l’ = UnU = Q,,nCi, sj has (unique) decomposition Sj .-- U~ZU~ , 
where ur E Qi(. , u2 E U (see [13, Lemma 2.71). Then 
xj uxp = q(nUn-l) u;l = ul(wUzu~l) u;l (7) 
for nN := zu and the set T can be taken to be zlrQ;%;r so that 
= u1[f2,] zqlXjJ 
= u,[fLq ny 
= [Q,,.] n> 
= 4ab’) and e,,jG= An . 
Conversely, say U.qU = Un’Ufor n’ E N, n’H z:= w’. Then tif,j :-= -4, implies 
[Q,] ny [02,,,]n’y by the work above so that il,, := A,, and n = 71’. 
The following lemma is immediate by (7): 
5.10. bbmlA. Let Uxj U = UnU. Then Dj ===LI lcU+m, where &I - wm L. 
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\ve have shown in Section 3 that we can use the folllowing notation: 
1’ = 1” Y(J, x) 
(J,xEP 
is a decomposition of I’ into indecomposable kG-modules summed over the 
set P of admissible pairs. Let 
1Y = c 4J, x) 
(J,X)EP 
be an orthogonal decomposition of the identity map I y into primitive idem- 
potents where Y’(J, X) = r(J, x)Y and we arrange (see ‘Ihcorem 2.8) that 
4dJt x) 4x x’) = 1, J == S, x = x’T 
= 0, otherwise. 
%‘e can now calculate the vertex of Y(J, x) f or any admissible G-pair (J, x). 
5. I 1. ?'HEORERI. Let (J, X) be a~ admissible G-pair. Then i,j,i , i (-) [!q. 
is a certes for the indecomposable component l’(J, x) where J’ = JI(,y)\ J. 
Proof. Let h ~= 4R( J, x). Then A(+ J, x)) # 0 and we cdn apply Lemma 5.7. 
Let zc E 1I:. Then there exists h E H for which 
A(&,,,) = (- I)z’“‘x(h), w E FtiJ, ( 
= 0, wewr 
by Theorem 2.8. Sow let P be any p-subgroup of G. Then, 
(8) 
h(l(P)) z= 0 c:- there existsj E 1 such that A(($?) # 0 with Di ‘..(; I’; 
-: -. there,esists n E N such that h(9,) f 0 and I -,l. (; P 
where nH =: zc by Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10. 
Bv Lemma 5.7 and (8) WC see that the vertex is ,,,lU+ for some w E II~,, . For any 
w E W with reduced expression ‘10 == zu,, ... ZL’,~ we have 
/ ,,:u+ / = I UI by Lemma 4.8(iii). (9) 
qW” . . . (pit 
If w E WJ, , U’ =/ 20, ) then there exists z.1 E W,, with wJ, : zcz: vvith 1(z)) > I 
and Z(w) + Z(v) = I(w,,) since wJ’ is the unique element of maximal length in 
II’,, . Now X(Ac,,,,,) + 0 and 1 UU~ j > 1 ,,Ul / any w E W,, , w :‘~ zcJ’ , by (9) 
and Lemma 4.8(i). Hence, tC,J, U+ must be a vertex of Y(J, X) by the minimality 
of its order. 
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Remark. This theorem shows the importance of Lemma 5.7 which allows 
us to calculate the vertex of Y(J, X) with little information about the idempotent 
4JT xl. 
5.12. THEOREM. Let (J, X) be an admissible G-pair. Then I’( J, x) is projective 
if and only if M(x) == R, J = @, and C = 1. 
Proof. 
Y(J, X) is projective e vertex of Y(J, x) is 1 
-I- / u : u’J’ u+j = j uij 
c. 
4 
U’J , = 1 c 1 qwo 
-2; c = 1) Wf = w. (using 4.8) 
.=. C zz 1, J’ = R 
-::- C = I, M(x) = R, J = di. 
Our last result combines the main results of Sections 4 and 5. 
5.13. THEOREM. Let x E 8 be such that M(x) = R. Since 3, U+ is a vertex 
fey E’(J, X) the dimension of E’(J, X) is divisible by q”Q’. In fact, 4%)’ is the highest 
power of p dividing the dimension. 
Proof. The first statement follows since the dimension of Y(J, x) is divisible 
by j U: vertex E’(J, x)1 since U is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. By Corollary 4.6, 
wJ’ is the unique element of minimal length in k; so that, if w E V, , qWJ’ divides 
q’fi by Lemma 4.8(iii). Since, by Theorem 4. I I, 
dim Y(J, x) = 1 qw 
IPE VJ 
= qwJ’(l + d), 
where d is divisible by p, the result follows. 
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